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A PARALLEL ANT COLONY OPTIMIZATION TO GLOBALLY
OPTIMIZE AREA IN HIGH-LEVEL SYNTHESIS
David Elias Kozhaya
Abstract
Data path synthesis is still regarded by researchers as one of the hardest problems in highlevel synthesis, the process of transforming a hardware descriptive language model, which
describes the behavior of a given design to an actual register-transfer level or structural
design. Despite the progress that has been achieved in this field of research, there is still an
inevitable necessity for new techniques that achieve better area, timing, and power results
for this NP-hard problem. In contrast with previous approaches which divide the high-level
synthesis problem into sub-tasks and optimize each task independently in an attempt to
reduce its complexity, this work proposes a novel technique using the ant colony
optimization, which respects this division but establishes efficient communication between
these different interdependent tasks.
Substantial modifications are added to the ant colony optimization, most importantly a
perturbation factor allowing the ants to visit previously unexplored solutions due to the
nature of the binding problem. To test the efficiency of the proposed technique, specific
resource bags were designed for a large set of benchmarks of different complexities. The
proposed approach yielded an overall average of 6.8% improvement in area for all tested
benchmarks and allows an easy transition to a parallel programming paradigm which
benefits from the concept of parallel agents present in the ant colony optimization. The
parallel execution makes the proposed technique an appealing solution, easily mappable to
and well-suited for the omnipresent multi-core and multi-processing computing platforms.
A parallel implementation using message passing in java was developed to prove the
effectiveness of the proposed parallel model. Rigorous testing of this model on an 8-core
machine, showed more than eighty four percent utilization of the parallel environment
allowing the proposed technique to run 6.7 times faster than the single-threaded approach.
Keywords: Ant Colony Optimization, Resource Binding, High-Level Synthesis, Area
Reduction, Parallel Programming.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
High level synthesis is the process of transforming an abstract model, given its behavioral
architecture and control flow diagrams, into the actual structural design. This process is
composed of three main stages: scheduling, allocation and binding.Scheduling determines
the execution time of each node in the given a data flow graph (DFG) while taking into
consideration the dependencies and constraints forced on these nodes. Allocation specifies
the type and number of resources needed in a design, while binding performs the actual
mapping of the operations and variables to functional units and storage elements. Some
researchers prefer to call the last two stages “unit selection and resource binding” where
these two together are addressed as allocation or data path synthesis [1].
Data path synthesis constitutes one of the challenging problems in high level synthesis
because of its complexity. This NP-hard problem [2] is also composed of three main
phases: functional unit, storage and interconnection binding. These three phases are
interdependent and thus, the result of one phase will influence to a certain extent the
decisions that will be taken in the subsequent phases. This interdependency between the
phases of data path synthesis adds more complexity to the decision-making process of the
order of execution of these phases. Many approaches[3], [4], [5], [6] applied heuristics,
such as clique partitioning, left edge algorithm, maximum bipartite partitioning etc, to try to
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optimally solve each phase alone or to account for some costs that may be incurred on the
following binding phases; however, such techniques did not prove fruitful in fully handling
this interdependence. On the contrary, this work proposes a novel technique that uses the
ant colony optimization a process which acknowledges the three phases but establishes
efficient communication between them to handle the existing inter-reliance. The ant colony
optimization is an idea based on the simple cooperative work of multiple agents to do a
complex task. Substantial modifications are added to the ant colony optimization of which
the most important is the perturbation factor that allows the ants to visit previously
unexplored solutions. In [7] an approach is presented to simultaneously perform the first
two phases of resource binding however this technique works with the intelligence gained
from one previous iteration, in comparison with the suggested technique using ant colony
optimization which works with the knowledge of all previous iterations. In addition to that,
the proposed approach allows an easy transition to a parallel programming paradigm which
benefits from the concept of the parallel agents in the ant colony optimization. The parallel
execution makes the proposed technique an appealing solution, easily mappable to and
well-suited for the omnipresent multi-core and multi-processing computing platforms. A
parallel implementation using message passing in java was developed to prove the
effectiveness of the proposed parallel model.
The second chapter starts by giving a detailed overview of the allocation problem and by
exploring all the factors that add to the NP-complete problem. After fully defining the
problem, the paper moves on to present some of the previous work done on allocation and
to highlight in details previous approaches which target this problem. Chapter 3 explains
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the general concept of ant colony optimization and how the algorithm developed from the
real life behavior of ants. Chapter 4 provides a detailed explanation on the main work done
in this study based on data path synthesis, examples and research. This chapter will also
highlight the strengths of the proposed technique. Finally, Chapters 5 and 6 analyze and
conclude, respectively, some of the results.
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CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW
Given a behavioral architecture, the code of a certain design in Hardware Descriptive
Language (HDL), high level synthesis tries to map this abstract behavior to register transfer
level design. This mapping is composed of three main stages: Scheduling, Allocation and
Binding.

2.1

Allocation Problem Overview

Data path synthesis or data path allocation is the task which, given a scheduled graph, uses
the register transfers assigned to each control step of the scheduled graph to derive the data
path. A data path generally comprises of three types of register transfer units: functional,
storage and interconnection.


Functional units are the set of units needed to perform the operation in a given
design such as adders, multipliers, shifters,ALUs,etc…



Storage units are the set of units used to store the values of variables to be used in
the design such as registers, register files, and ROMs /RAMs.



Interconnection units are the units responsible to transfer data around between
functional and storage units like the multiplexers and buses.
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Data path allocation is composed of two important tasks: resource bag selection and
resource binding. Resource bag selection specifies the quantity and types of the
components to be used in the design. On the other hand, resource binding determines the
mapping of variables and operations in the design to the three types of register transfer
units mentioned earlier. In other words, unit binding will determine which variable will be
saved in which storage unit, which operation will actually execute on which functional
units.
2.1.1

Resource Bag Selection

Real life models have libraries that contain different types of components (functional units,
storage units, etc). These differences are related to the characteristic of every component
like the functionality, size, delay, power dissipation, etc…So whenever allocation is
considered, it is essential to select from this library the list of resources to be used. For
example, if a design contains an addition, unit selection would be the choice if this addition
is to be implemented on a regular adder, an ALU, a ripple adder or a carry look-ahead
adder. As a matter of fact, unit selection decides the quantity and types of units, from the
provided library, to be used in the resource bag when allocation is being performed. It is
quite important to mention that resource bag selection combined with the binding process is
referred to as allocation.
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2.1.2

Resource Binding

Resource binding consists of the following three processes that depend on each other and
have a direct influence on the creation of the data path: functional unit binding, storage
binding and interconnection binding.
Functional Unit Binding
After utilizing the unit selection, the resource bag to be used during the binding process
determines which operation will run on which component of the resource bag. Whenever a
scheduled operation can be mapped to more than one functional unit from the resource bag,
there will be a need for an algorithm (functional unit binding algorithm) to make the choice
of executing this operation on one of these possible units.
Storage Binding
All objects that carry data in the behavioral design initially given are mapped into storage
units through storage binding. For example, variables in the high descriptive language code
are mapped into registers. Each variable is characterized by its life time, which is the time
during which this variable is still in use within the design. If some variables have nonoverlapping life times then these variables can be mapped to share the same register. As a
result, a storage binding algorithm, in this case a register-binding algorithm, is needed to
choose which set of the non-overlapping variables are to share the same register.
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Interconnection Binding
Whenever data is being moved around it will need an interconnection link. If there are two
data transfers using the same interconnection link, the cost added to this interconnection
will vary depending on the sources and destinations of these data transfers. The more these
data transfers have common sources and destinations the less costly the interconnection
will be.

2.2

Interdependence

The three phases of high level synthesis are somehow dependent on each other and on the
creation of the data path of a given HDL design. However, the three tasks in unit binding,
that is functional unit binding, storage binding and interconnection binding, are highly
related to each other due to their direct influence on the cost of the obtained data path, in
our case this cost is the area of the generated data path. To further illustrate this
interdependence between these three processes, the following example is provided:
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Figure 1: Scheduled graph

Fig. 1 represents a scheduled control flow diagram of six addition operations (o1 through
o6) and ten variables (a through j) with the assumption that after unit selection, the resource
bag will have 2 adders (ADD1 and ADD2) to be used in the creation of the data path. With
this information the operations can be mapped into the functional units based in different
scenarios:
1. ADD1 will perform o1, o4 and o5 while ADD2 will perform o2, o3 and o6.
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2. ADD1 will perform o1, o3 and o5 while ADD2 will perform o2, o4 and o6.
3. ADD1 will perform o1, o4 and o6 while ADD2 will perform o2, o3 and o5.
4. ADD1 will perform o1,o3 and o6 while ADD2 will perform o2, o4 and o5.

Assume that the binding algorithms used choose to map the units and variables as shown in
Fig. 2. The generated data as noticed has two adders, four registers and six 2:1
multiplexers.

R1

R2

a

R3
b, e, g, i

+1, +4, +5

R4
c, f, h,j

+2, +3, +6

ADD1

Figure 2: Initial data path
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d

ADD2

This area cost can be optimized by simply changing the variables sharing the same registers
to have the following grouping: register r1 has variables “a” and “i”, register r2 has
variables “b”, “e” and “g”, register r3 has variables “c”, “f” and “h” and register r4 has
variables“d”and“j” as shown in Fig. 3. As a matter of fact, with this binding scheme for
the variables, two 2:1 multiplexers were saved.

R1

R2

a, i

R3
b, e, g

+1, +4, +5

R4
d, j

c, f, h

+2, +3, +6

ADD1

ADD2

Figure 3: Reduced data path

Moving on one step ahead but keeping the same register binding as in Fig. 3 another
scenario will be considered for mapping the functional units. The result will yield the
optimal data as seen in Fig 4 which uses no multiplexers at all.
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R1

R2

a, i

R3
b, e, g

+1, +3, +5

R4
d, j

c, f, h

+2, +4, +6

ADD1

ADD2

Figure 4: Optimal data path

Through this example, it is clear now how the three tasks of unit binding depend on each
other in generating a data path. It is quite important to note that data path synthesis, due to
the interdependence found between these three tasks, also depends on the order of
execution of these tasks. In other words, a functional unit binding algorithm will yield a
better data path given it has the results of register binding and vice versa. However, in the
real world, executing a certain order of these tasks has to be forced and eventually, the first
algorithm to run will not benefit from the results of the algorithms that follow.
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2.3

Constructive Approaches

2.3.1

Greedy Algorithm

Greedy algorithms, as the name implies, tend to make the least costly decision in every step
of a problem. In the data path synthesis, greedy algorithms are in general constructive
because they start from an empty data path and add one component, be it a functional,
storage or interconnection unit, to the data path. Starting with functional unit binding, the
greedy approach will move one control step at a time.
With each control step, it will take the operation to be mapped and will try to find from the
previously used units the best idle functional unit for it. If it finds one functional unit of the
same type as the operation it will bind it to that unit. If there is more than one functional
unit available of the same type of that operation, then the algorithm will choose the unit
which will lead to the least interconnection cost. On the other hand, if the algorithm fails to
find from the previously used units an idle unit of the same type as the operation from the
previously used units, it will choose to add an extra unit from the provided library.
Similarly, with register binding, the greedy approach will try to bind a variable to a register,
such that this variable’s life time will not overlap with any of the variables previously
mapped to this register. If it finds one register satisfying this condition, then it will bind the
variable to it. However, if more than one register satisfy this condition, the greedy
algorithm will choose the register which leads to the least interconnection cost. If none of
the registers satisfy the condition, then it will add a new register, to which it binds the
variable to.
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Greedy algorithms may seem to make the best decision at each step, however, in hardware
sharing although a binding may seem expensive at the current step, it could become less
expensive as other units are being mapped to it. From this point, and despite the fact that
the concept of greedy algorithms is simple, yet the end result, which is the area of the data
path, could be a solution far from optimal.

2.4

Decomposition Approaches

2.4.1

Clique Partitioning

The clique partitioning problem is a well known NP-complete problem in graph theory.
Assume a graph G (V, E), where V is the set of vertices in this graph and E is the set of
edges. Every edge of this graph links exactly two vertices together. A complete graph is a
graph where every vertex in it is connected to all the remaining vertices. A clique is a
subset graph of G which is complete and the clique partitioning problem is the process of
partitioning the graph G into the minimum number of cliques, under the restriction that
each vertex of G can exist in one and only one clique.
The three tasks of unit binding, functional, storage and interconnection binding, can be
each mapped to this problem and as such solved using heuristics that are used to solve the
clique partitioning problem. The following is a possible formulation of the problem as a
clique partitioning problem [1] while considering the functional unit binding:
Every operation in the design will be represented by a vertex in the graph G. An edge will
exist between any two vertices if both of the following are met:
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The operations of these two vertices belong to a different control step of the
scheduled graph.



The operations of these two vertices can be mapped to the same functional unit.

Now let us consider another example on register binding with the following observation on
the below scheduled control flow diagram:

V1

S1

V2

V6

+
V4
V3

S2

*

V5

V7

+

+

S3
V8

S4

V9

+

V11
V10

Figure 5: Scheduled control flow diagram
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From Fig. 5, the clique partitioning will determine the lifetime of all the variables in the
graph. The lifetime of the variables are given in the Fig. 6:

v1

v2

v3

v4

v5

v6

v7

v8

v9

v10

v11

S1

S2
S3
S4

Figure 6: Life time of variables

The graph model to be constructed for register binding will be generated as follows:


Every variable is represented by a vertex in the graph.



Two vertices are linked with an edge if, and only if, their lifetimes do not overlap.

As a result of the following formulation, the model graph G generated is the one shown in
Fig. 4.
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v10

v11
v5

v8

v3

v1

v4

v7
v9
v6

v2

Figure 7: Graph model for register binding

Given the graph in Fig. 7, the algorithm will try to find the minimum number of cliques.
Each clique will represent a register and the nodes in that clique will represent the variables
to be mapped to that register. For this specific example, the resulting cliques will be as
follows:


Clique 1 (register 1) ={v1, v3}



Clique 2 (register 2) ={v2}
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Clique 3 (register 3) ={v4, v5, v8,10}



Clique 4 (register 4) ={v6, v7, v9, v11}

The clique partitioning problem, and due to the fact that it is an NP complete, can never
guarantee the optimal solution but can yield the optimal solution or a one near the optimal.
It is important to note that, even though, clique partitioning here tries to optimize the
functional unit binding, it does not have the ability, with the given formulation, to account
for interconnection cost [8]. To do so, a work done by Pauling and Knight [9] suggests to
add certain weights to the edges of this graph, where these weights will somehow reflect
the cost of interconnection.
2.4.2

Left Edge Algorithm

The left edge algorithm is an algorithm well known for its use to solve problems related to
channel routing. Previous work done by Kurdahi and Parker [10] applied the left edge
algorithm to the register binding problem. The left edge algorithm will take a list of
variables, L. With this list, the lifetime of these variables will be generated Afterwards, the
left edge algorithm will sort these variables, SORT(L), in an ascending order of their start
times as a primary key and in a descending order of their of their end time, as a secondary
key.
Considering the scheduled graph shown in Fig. 5, the resulting variables will be sorted as
follows:
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v4

v6

v1

v2

v3

v5

v7

v8

v9

v10

v11

S1

S2
S3
S4

Figure 8: Sorted variables

The algorithm will bind the variables to reg_index, which has the index of the current
register being mapped to. The algorithm will select from the sorted list the first variable,
whose lifetime does not overlap with all the variables previously mapped to this register.
The algorithm will keep on allocating variables to the same register until there exists no
variable whose lifetime is not overlapping; in this case the algorithm will increment
reg_index by one and will start binding the remaining variables to the next register, until
there are no more variables in the list L.
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r1

S1

r2

r3

r4

v2

v1

v4
v6

S2
v5

v3

v7

S3
v8

v9

v10

v11

S4

Figure 9: Allocated variables according to left edge algorithm

The following is the pseudo code for register binding using left edge algorithm.
SORT (L)
reg_index = 0;
while

do
reg_index = reg_index + 1;
curr_var = FIRST(L);
last = 0
while
if Start(curr_var)

do
last then

MAP[curr_var] = rreg_index
temp_var = curr_var;
curr_var = NEXT(L, curr_var);
DELETE (L, temp_var);
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else
curr_var = NEXT(L, curr_var);
endif
endwhile
endwhile

Figure 10: Pseudo code for register binding using left edge algorithm

The left edge algorithm has a polynomial time execution as opposed to clique partitioning;
not to mention that left edge algorithm will always yield the minimum number of register.
Despite this appealing fact of being able to get the optimal number of registers, left edge
algorithm does not take into account the effect of its mapping on the interconnection.

2.5

Iterative Refinement Approach

Unlike all previous presented algorithms, the iterative based algorithm does not start from
an empty data path and work its way up. Instead, such algorithm starts with a generated
data path, by any other method (possibly one of the techniques mentioned earlier), and tries
to refine this data path by certain modifications [11]. The Iterative algorithm will try to
optimize data path synthesis by swapping things around in an attempt to discover better
possible solutions. For example, if working on the register assignment, such algorithms will
try to make a valid exchange of two variables. A valid exchange in this case, is when the
variable to be exchanged to a register such that this variable will not overlap with any of the
life times of the remaining variables in that register.
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The main drawbacks of such a technique are the greedy nature of only accepting the
exchanges that lead to a better cost, the issue which could lead to falling into a local
optimum and the limitations of the exchange technique in fully exploring the solution
space.

2.6

Simultaneous Functional unit and Registrar Binding

Simultaneous functional unit and register binding, is an approach that aims at handling the
interdependence between the three phases of resource binding: functional unit, storage and
interconnection binding. This approach tries to solve the issue of ordering these three
phases and tries not to sacrifice, as done in previous work, one phase on the behalf of the
other. The core idea of this approach is to construct a partial data path and use the results of
this partial solution as a means to refine the interconnection cost in the actual data path to
be generated.
This approach presents two formulations: one using the network flow and the other using
ILP for optimality study [7]. Although this approach tries to handle, as much as possible,
the interdependence described earlier it important to note the following drawbacks:


The suggested idea can, at maximum, look back at the last partial solution created.
As a result it limits the amount of information that the functional unit binding can
benefit from to get around the interdependency of this binding on the rest of the
binding resources.



The presented algorithm tries to minimize the total number of connections within
resource instances rather than to account for the actual multiplexer area.
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The ILP formulation of the problem is well suited for small benchmarks, however,
for medium and large size benchmarks the algorithm is very time consuming and
may not give a solution in a reasonable running time.

Some work has been done in [12] in an attempt to further reduce area by using register files
instead of discrete register approaches.
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CHAPTER THREE
ANT COLONY OPTIMIZATION
3.1

Swarm Intelligence

The idea of Swarm Intelligence (SI) has been inspired from the natural behavior of agents
(such as animals or insects) who join their efforts [13] and combine their work in a
coherent pattern in their struggle of surviving. This intelligent collective work of the group
would help them face any possible problem or danger in their environment. So SI is
concerned with the behavior of self organized agents interacting with their environment, as
well as with each others, in a decentralized and cooperative way.
Some of the studied SI examples are the behavior of groups of fish, birds and land animals.
But the mostly researched was the behavior of ants.
This observed intelligence and due to its basic characteristics was mapped to computational
techniques in order to improve “problem solving algorithms” [14]. Some of these
characteristics are [15]:


Robust problem solving approach where:
- simple creatures perform complex tasks and have complex behavior
- simple creatures have constant adaptation to changes in their environment
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Agents do not need to have a global view of the environment they are in



Agents use a system of positive feedback to converge to better solutions



Autonomous reaction without the need of external help



Agents have the Ability to achieve efficient group work better than any possible
individual work



The stochastic nature of that behavior where the element of randomness still exists
stick to the same format



Exploitation of parallelism where tasks are divided among the agents

All these characteristics constitute the strength of the Swarm Intelligence and its efficiency.
The applications of the SI systems could be the optimization problems that cannot be
solved using exact analytical approaches, such as the NP-Hard problem or problems with
large number of unpredictable variables. Another application could be dynamic problems
requiring some parallel structures such as telecommunication networks or collective
robotics, or even entertainment problems such as games.
3.1.1

Ant Colony Behavior

The original idea of Ant Colony Systems was first presented by Marco Dorigo in 1989 and
was followed later with the first publication presenting this algorithm [16]. This idea was
inspired by the behavior of real ant colonies and trying to apply it to optimization NP-hard
problems.
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Real ants are simple creatures unable to perform complex tasks and are known for their
weak vision, being almost blind. However, they coherently combine their work in order to
reach their goals, explore vast areas without the need of global view of the ground, locate
food and bring it back to their nest. And above all, in the process of collecting food, ants
converge to the shortest path between the food they find and their nest.
Whenever the ant finds some food, it gets excited and leaves pheromone traces on its way
back to the nest. Pheromone is a chemical substance characteristic of the ants in a way that
theycandirectlysenseitanduseitasa“stigmergic”[14] communication medium among
them. While moving around, ants always leave traces of pheromone marking the area that
they already searched; however, when returning to their nest after locating food, ants mark
their path with large amount of pheromone as if leaving a message for the other ants and
guiding them towards the food. Ants, while wondering around, tend to follow higher traces
of pheromone with higher probabilities. The more there are ants following that trail, the
more intense the traces of pheromone become and the more attractive it becomes for ants,
which leads in the end to the fact that most of the ants converge to the same path [15]. That
path would be the shortest path. Several experiments were conducted in order to prove that
ants have the ability to locate the shortest path as they forage for food.
One of these experiments, which were conducted by some researchers, is presented in Fig.
11, 12, 13 and 14. At first,foodwasplacedinrangeofanants’nest.Ants,foraging,located
the food and started moving it back to their nest. Through observation, it was clear that ants
throughout time, started to converge to the same path (which would be the path having the
highest level of pheromone).
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Food

Nest

Figure 11: Ants foraging
Now an obstacle was added in a way that it would cut the path of the ants, however, it was
meant to make the obstacle longer from one side than it was on the other, as shown in Fig.
12.

Food

Nest

Obstacle

Figure 12: Insertion of obstacle along the path
Facing that obstacle, and having no near pheromone to follow, the ants randomly decided
to go either to the left or the right. Going around the obstacle, the ants relocated the initial
pheromone loaded path, reached the food and from it returned back to the nest.
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Food

Nest

Obstacle

Figure 13: Avoiding obstacle in random directions

Observing these ants, it was clear that with time, fewer ants were following the longer side
of the obstacle where more of them started going along the shortest path and the fastest one
between the food and the nest. This phenomenon was constantly increasing until almost all
ants followed the same path which was the shortest one. This is shown in Fig. 14.

Food

Nest

Obstacle

Figure 14: Shortest path reinforced
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Another experiment further validated the previous results, in which, ants were put in a
closed environment with exactly two forced paths between their nest and the food as shown
in Fig. 15.

Food

Figure 15: Second Shortest Path Experiment

At the beginning, ants started to randomly pick between the two possible paths since there
is no pheromone yet to guide them on the best path. The ants that randomly followed the
shorter path were able to reach the food and return to their nest much faster than the others
leaving large trails of pheromone on their way back. So, trails of pheromone started to
accumulate on both paths; however faster accumulation occurred in the shorter path since
in a set period of time traversed it, as compared with the other one. More ants meant more
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pheromone and higher attraction to that shortest path. More ants in the shortest path meant
that less wanted to traverse the other path so the that the pheromone already left on that
long path started to evaporate and with time the probability of traversing that path was
reduced to null.
Iteration after the other, ants ended up converging to the shortest path.
These two experiments were considered as a solid proof that ants have their own
intelligence combined with simplicity in finding the best solution to problems and to locate
theshortestpathbetweentwopoints.Theserealexamplesandtheants’techniquescouldbe
mapped to the world of algorithms and problem solving.
So as a general conclusion from all these experiments and observations, several researchers
and scientists were interested in applying this simple intelligence that lies behind the ant
colonies in order to obtain better result for the NP hard problem [17], [18]especially in
problems where finding the shortest path was needed such as the Traveler Salesman
Problem [19], the Project Scheduling Problem and software prediction models [20][19],
[20], [21], [22].
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CHAPTER FOUR
AREA OPTIMIZATION USING ANT
COLONY OPTIMIZATION
Data path synthesis, as indicated earlier, is an NP hard problem. Researchers have,
throughout the past years, tried to optimize the data path taking into account several factors;
however the main concern in our study is the area optimization of the resulting data path.
When dealing with the problem researchers tried to divide it into several sub-problems to
work on, simply because the problem by itself is huge. Attempting to handle it as one
process to get an optimal solution will lead to an exponential execution time for the
designed algorithm, rendering the solution impossible. For this reason, the majority of the
work done in the past decomposed the problem into three main tasks: functional, storage
and interconnection binding. Taking each task separately, past approaches tried to optimize
each task, hoping that the optimum of every task will yield to an optimal overall data path.

4.1

Motivation

Due to this fact the three binding tasks are interdependent; dealing with each task alone will
never guarantee the optimality of the whole process. Moreover, since an order of execution
of these tasks has to be assumed when creating the data path, the first process to run will be
always ignorant of its binding effect on the other tasks.
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The technique proposed will start by taking into account the three tasks of resource binding,
and will also assume an order for them as indicated in Fig. 16. For the given order in our
case, the process of functional unit binding will not be able to use the output of the register
binding to refine its mapping of units. To get around this problem, after executing the three
tasks a cost function will be generated and used as a guide. The process of resource
binding, shown in the Fig.16, will be executed for several iterations. However functional
unit binding during these iterations, will work with the help of this guide which is
computed at the end of every iteration, and as such will benefit from all previous bindings
of all resources unraveling the imposed interdependence. This guide will give each task,
mainly functional unit binding, an insight about its binding influence on the whole data
path to be created.
For all of the above reasons, ant colony optimization was chosen to embed the following
concepts, after undergoing major modifications that make the ant colony concept a possible
solution for the allocation problem.
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Data Flow Diagram

Scheduled Graph

Data Flow Diagram
Functional unit binding

Register binding

Resource Binding

Interconnection binding
Figure 16: Flow of the high-level synthesis problem

4.2

Ant Colony Optimization for Data Path Synthesis

The concept of ant colony optimization is based on the idea of multiple agents, known as
ants, working in parallel each to develop a solution for a given problem. These agents, at
some point in time, share their experiences to assist each other explore the solution space
more intelligently. The behavior of these agents separately coupled with their collective
interaction as a team is the essence of the ant colony optimization. The proposed technique
is based on previous work done on scheduling using ant colony optimization [15].
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4.2.1

General Overview

The algorithm, taking a scheduled control flow graph, will start bycreating“n” number of
ants. Each ant will work separately to create a full data path. The choice of each ant to bind
what element of the scheduled graph to what hardware component is a decision affected by
the pheromone trails of previous ants, a heuristic guide and a factor of randomness.
Once all ants have generated their respective data paths, they will all update the pheromone
matrices that are common to all ants by a certain cost which reflects the area of the created
data path. At the end of each iteration, the ants will die and the pheromone matrices will
evaporate. Evaporation is an essential process which is responsible to avoid ants from being
trapped in local optima. This process is repeated for several iterations, where at every new
iteration the ants are capable of generating new data paths constantly changing in the
probabilities guiding the decision to be made by the ant.
For m runs
Create new pheromone matrices
For k iterations
For n ants
perform_data_path_synthesis(scheduled graph)

Compute
End for
For n ants
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If (

<

)

For (all elements j mapped to unit i)
Update

in the pheromone matrices

End for
End for
Evaporate pheromone from all cells of the pheromone matrices
End for
Return
End for
Figure 17: General pseudo code for data path synthesis using ACO

4.2.2

Ants Behavior

After the ants are created, each ant will come up with its own data path, given a scheduled
graph. To do so, every ant will start first by the process of functional unit binding.
Functional Unit Binding using ACO
The ant will move, with the given scheduled graph, one control step at a time. For each
control step, the ant will take the list of nodes (operations) scheduled at that control step.
The ant will take one operation at a time and will try to find a feasible functional unit, from
the resource bag, to which it can be mapped to. If the ant finds only one feasible unit, the
ant will choose to map the operation to that unit. However, if the ant manages to find
several feasible units, then the ant will assign a probability to each of the feasible units and
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will choose randomly, taking into account the assigned probabilities, one of the feasible
units to bind the operation to.
After binding the operation to a unit, this unit will be removed from the resource bag since
only one operation at a given control step can be mapped to the same unit. It is important to
note that the ant can never arrive to a situation where there is no feasible unit; this is due to
the fact that the scheduled graph is resource aware and the same resource bag is used for
scheduling and allocation.
Once the ant binds all the operations in the given control step, it will reset its resource bag
making all the units available for binding again. The process described earlier, will be
repeated for all control steps mapping all the operations of the scheduled graph to hardware
units.
Probability Function
The probability calculated and assigned to the set of feasible units ( ), is a function that
depends on two factors: previous pheromone trails and a heuristic function.
The probability function looks as follows:

Pij is the probability of mapping the jth operation to the ith unit at a given control step.

and

are the pheromone trials and the heuristic factor respectively. The value of the pheromone
trail to be extracted from the pheromone matrix is simply the cumulative experience of all
ants. This value reflects the efficiency of mapping the jth operation to the ith unit on the
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overall data path as explored by previous ants.

and

represent the power of pheromone

and the power of the heuristic, respectively, in affecting the probability and, thus, the
choice of the ant.
The heuristic on the other hand is a notion added to give the ant just the enough overview
without narrowing its vision significantly. The heuristic used for functional unit binding is
a factor which is proportional to the number of units previously mapped to the unit. In other
words, when the operation awaiting allocation has several units as an option to be mapped
to, the heuristic function

will be greatest for that unit which has the largest number of

operations previously mapped to it. This factor will help the ant favor to bind the operation
to already used units instead of wasting new resources.

For all control steps

While (

If (

)

)

Map to unit
Else
Bind operation to

with probability

(where h is the index of the functional unit being mapped to)
End if
End while
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Reset resources
End For
Figure 18: Pseudo code for functional unit binding using ACO

After the ant binds all the operations of the scheduled graph, it moves on to the next step
which starts the process of register binding to map all the variables of the design to their
respective storage units.
Register Binding using ACO
The ant starts by creating the list of all variables, L, in the design and computes the life
time of these variables prior to binding. Then the ant will get “Max_clus”, which is a subset
of L. “Max_clus” is the list which contains the maximum number of variables having
overlapping life times. Each variable from “Max_clus” will be mapped to a separate
register and will be removed from L. This number of registers is the minimum possible
number that could be reached if possible.
The ant will start now binding the remaining variables in the following manner: the ant
willstartwiththefirstregisterandwillcreatealistoffeasiblevariablesL’fromL.Thelist
of feasible variables will include all the variables from L whose life time does not overlap
withanyofthevariablespreviouslymappedtothisregister.AfterobtainingL’, the ant will
assign to each of the variables inL’aprobability.Thentheant will choose randomly taking
into account the assigned probabilities from this list the variable to be mapped to the
register. The ant then will regenerate the list L’ and repeat the process again until L’
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becomes an empty list. When this is the case, the ant will move on to the second register
and will follow the same process. If the ant reaches a point where the registers resulting
from“Max_clus”cannolongerholdmorevariablesandtherearestillsomenon-allocated
variables, the ant will add a new register and will continue the process of binding describes
earlier.
Probability Function
TheprobabilitycalculatedandassignedtothevariablesinthelistL’,isasdescribedbefore
a function that depends on two factors: previous pheromone trails and a heuristic function.
Recall that the probability function given for the functional unit binding; however Pij now is
the probability of mapping the jth variable to the ith register for a given register.

and

are

the pheromone trials and heuristic factor respectively. The value of the pheromone trail to
be extracted from the pheromone matrix is simply the cumulative experience of all ants.
This value reflects the efficiency of mapping the jth variable to the ith register on the overall
data path as explored by previous ants.
The heuristic used for the register binding process is proportional to two factors: the life
time of the variable and its effect on interconnection. The longer the life time of a variable,
the higher the first factor affecting the heuristic will be. This factor will try to make use of
the maximum possible life time of a register. The other factor affecting the heuristic- the
interconnection cost - will increase as the assigning of a variable to a specific register
decreases the interconnection cost. Every variable has a source which it comes from and a
destinationtowhichitgoesto.Theinterconnectioncostwilldecreaseifavariable’ssource
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iscommontoanothervariable’ssource, already mapped to the register. Moreover, this cost
will decrease further if the destination of this variable is common to another variable’s
destination, where this other variable is already mapped to the register. As a result, the ant
will favor to choose the variable which has a longer life time and which has the largest
number of common sources and destination with the variables already mapped to this
register.
registers =0;
For all variables in Max_clus
Bind Max_clusi to the register at index registers
Increment registers by 1
End for
While (

)

For 0 < i < registers

While (

)

Bind variable

to register i with probability

(where h is the index of the variable to be mapped to register i)

End while
End For
If (

)
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End if
End For
Figure 19: Register binding using ACO

Interconnection Binding
The ant, after being done with functional unit binding and register binding, will do the
interconnection binding which at this stage; will be a result of the previous two bindings.
4.2.3

Cost Function

At this stage all ants will have a full data path generated. To evaluate how good the
generated data path is, each ant will calculate a cost function for its solution. In this study,
optimizing area is the main interest. So measuring how good the solution is will be with
respect to the total number of LUTs required to accommodate the whole path. To estimate
the area, each component (adders, multipliers, registers, multiplexers, etc ...) was
characterized using Quartus II for the FLEX10K family FPGA. The number of bits for the
input, in this study, was also taken into account.
Tables 1, 2, 3 and 4 summarize the area computation for different components; however in
this study we will use the information from these tables related to 8-bit components only:
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Table 1: Number of LUTs for registers

Number of input bits

Number of LUTs

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

8

8

16

16

Table 2: Number of LUTs for adders and subtractors

Number of input bits

Number of LUTs

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

8

8

16

16
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Table 3: Number of LUTs for multiplexers

Number of input bits

Number of inputs

Number of LUTs

2-bit inputs

2

2

4

4

8

10

16

20

32

42

2

3

4

6

8

15

16

30

32

63

2

4

4

8

8

20

16

40

32

84

2

8

4

16

8

40

16

80

32

168

3-bit inputs

4-bit inputs

8-bit inputs
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Table 4: Number of LUTs for multipliers

Number of input bits

Number of LUTs

1

1

2

4

3

21

4

33

6

72

8

130

10

175

12

276

14

361

16

462

When evaluated the cost function will take each component used in the data path, look up
its cost and add it up to the previous cost computed so far. At the end, the cost function will
be the total number of LUTs needed to map the generated data path to an FPGA.
The cost function will look as follows:
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Where resourcei is the ith resource and costi is its respective area (computed from the Tables
1, 2, 3 and 4).
4.2.4

Pheromone Matrices

Unlike the usual ant colony optimization techniques which have one pheromone matrix to
report to, this approach has two pheromone matrices. As explained earlier, each ant will
first perform functional unit binding followed by register binding and interconnection
binding will be the result of the preceding two. Therefore, each of the first two processes
will have a pheromone matrix, which will entitle this process to be aware of the result, of
the other binding processes as well as its own, on the overall data path.
Functional Unit Pheromone Matrix
The pheromone matrix for the functional unit binding process, and in order to be efficient,
should have information related to each operation as well as each functional unit in the
resource bag. As a result, the value of each cell would be capable of reflecting how good
mapping this operation to this functional unit is. Consider a scheduled graph which has five
operations and three actual units for binding, 2 adders and 1 subtractor.
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The pheromone matrix will look as follows:
Add 1

Add 2

Subtract 1

operation
1

Pheromone relative to
binding op1 to add 1

Pheromone relative to
binding op1 to add 2

Pheromone relative to
binding op1 to sub 1

operation
2

Pheromone relative to
binding op2 to add 1

Pheromone relative to
binding op2 to add 2

Pheromone relative to
binding op2 to sub 1

operation
3

Pheromone relative to
binding op3 to add 1

Pheromone relative to
binding op3 to add 2

Pheromone relative to
binding op3 to sub 1

operation
4

Pheromone relative to
binding op4 to add 1

Pheromone relative to
binding op4 to add 2

Pheromone relative to
binding op4 to sub 1

operation
5

Pheromone relative to
binding op4 to add 1

Pheromone relative to
binding op5 to add 2

Pheromone relative to
binding op5 to sub 1

Figure 20: Functional unit pheromone matrix

Each row of the matrix will represent an operation and each column will represent one
functional unit of the resource bag.
Register Binding Pheromone Matrix
The matrix for register binding is square matrix, which has information about the variables
to be allocated and the registers (storage units) to which variables are being mapped to.
Unlike the pheromone matrix of the functional unit binding which has information on the
number of resources available for allocation, register unit binding cannot know how many
registers will be used. This number will be known after the register binding process is
complete. So, this matrix is designed to be a square matrix, since in the worst case scenario,
each variable will be mapped into a register. The matrix then, will the same number of rows
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and columns equal to the number of variables in the design. For example, the following
scheduled graph has five variables and the below matrix:
register 1

register 2

register 3

register 4

register 5

Variable 1

Pheromone Pheromone Pheromone Pheromone Pheromone
relative to
relative to
relative to
relative to
relative to
binding var1 binding var1 binding var1 binding var1 binding var1
to reg 1
to reg 2
to reg 3
to reg 4
to reg 5

Variable 2

Pheromone Pheromone Pheromone Pheromone Pheromone
relative to
relative to
relative to
relative to
relative to
binding var2 binding var2 binding var2 binding var2 binding var2
to reg 1
to reg 2
to reg 3
to reg 4
to reg 5

Variable 3

Pheromone Pheromone Pheromone Pheromone Pheromone
relative to
relative to
relative to
relative to
relative to
binding var3 binding var3 binding var3 binding var3 binding var3
to reg 1
to reg 2
to reg 3
to reg 4
to reg 5

Variable 4

Pheromone Pheromone Pheromone Pheromone Pheromone
relative to
relative to
relative to
relative to
relative to
binding var4 binding var4 binding var4 binding var4 binding var4
to reg 1
to reg 2
to reg 3
to reg 4
to reg 5

Variable 5

Pheromone Pheromone Pheromone Pheromone Pheromone
relative to
relative to
relative to
relative to
relative to
binding var5 binding var5 binding var5 binding var5 binding var5
to reg 1
to reg 2
to reg 3
to reg 4
to reg 5
Figure 21: Register pheromone matrix

As a result, each cell of the matrix will reflect how good to bind a given variable to a
specific register is. Each cell represents the pheromone relative to binding variable i to
register j.
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4.2.5

Pheromone Update

The ant will not update the pheromone matrix after finishing each binding process, that is,
function unit binding, register binding and interconnection binding, but it will wait until it
has a full data path. Once all the binding processes are done and the ant has generated the
data path it will compute the cost of that data path as explained earlier and will update the
respective cells of the pheromone matrices by an amount proportional to the computed cost.
Each ant, after determining the area cost of its data path, will visit both: the functional unit
pheromone matrix and the register pheromone matrix.
In the functional unit matrix, the ant will go to the cell of every operation in the design and
will deposit traces of pheromone on the cell that corresponds to the functional unit to which
this operation was mapped to. Similarly, in register binding the ant will leave pheromones
traces on the cells that correspond to the registers to which the variables in the data path are
mapped to. The amount of pheromone deposited on each cell, whether in the functional unit
matrix or register matrix, is the same and is determined by the following relation:

So the ant will deposit pheromone as indicated below:

Where:
Cost is the area cost of the data path being generated by the ant
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is the evaporation rate specifying the power of the pheromone addition
is the previous amount of pheromone due to allocating unit (adder, subtractor, register,
etc…) i to element (operation or variable) j

4.2.6

Pheromone Evaporation

In reality, after the ants leave pheromone traces on the path that they went on, this
pheromone will evaporate with time. In the proposed technique the pheromone will be also
subject to evaporation. This evaporation will take place at the end of each iteration after all
ants finish updating the pheromone matrices and die. The evaporation process does not
differentiate between any of the cells in both pheromone matrices.
All the cells of both pheromone matrices, irrespective of the explored solutions, will be
subject to evaporation of a factor proportional to the existing pheromone according to the
following formula:

Similar to before,
and

is the evaporation rate specifying the power of the pheromone addition

is the previous amount of pheromone due to allocating unit (adder, subtractor,

register,etc…) i to element (operation or variable) j.
The evaporation process ensures that the pheromone deposited by each ant, will not have a
very large effect directly but by accumulation with time. Evaporation will help the ants
further explore the solution space rather than getting trapped into local optima.
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4.2.7

Perturbation Factor

After implementing the technique described above, a further study was applied to the
presented approach. By further observation and analysis it became clear that the ant in
register binding will have some possible unexplored areas in the solution space, which
might lead to further improvement. To accommodate this, a new factor was added which
will allow the ant to visit the new area of the solution space. Let us consider the following
example which will illustrate this dilemma:
Assume that register binding now is allocating variables to register 1. If the list of feasible
variables L’ resultedin only one variable, thenthis variable will be mapped to register 1
due to the absence of other alternatives. If this same variable can be allocated to register1
and register 3 then by allocating it directly to register 1, the option of binding this variable
to register 3, which might prove to be a better allocation that the one taken is being
neglected.
To solve the above claimed issue, a perturbation factor is introduced to help explore this
unvisited part of the solution space. After the ant comes up with the whole data path, it will
randomly select a variable to allocate to any of the other feasible registers. After generating
the data path, every ant will keep on performing a perturbation till the result of the
perturbation is a solution with a cost worst than the cost obtained by the best solution so
far.
To reach this conclusion, a series of experiments were carried out on several benchmarks of
diverse complexities to test the rate of doing a perturbation in yielding a better solution on
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which further details about the experimentation and results will be discussed in the next
chapter.
It is important to note that at the end of every perturbation, the ant will update the
pheromone matrices allowing them to acknowledge the newly explored solutions.
The pseudo code of the whole technique after inserting the perturbation factor is
represented in the Fig. 22:
Note that

, in the Fig. 22, resembles the generated data path. The function

“perform_data_path_synthesis(scheduled graph)”isthemethodwhichwillexecuteallthe
allocation tasks mentioned earlier, functional unit, register and interconnection binding, and
to which a pseudo code is supplied as well.
For m runs
Create new pheromone matrices
For k iterations
For n ants
perform_data_path_synthesis(scheduled graph)

Compute
End for
For n ants
If (

<

)
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For (all elements j mapped to unit i)
Update

in the pheromone matrices

End for

While (

>

)

=
For (all elements j mapped to unit i)
Update

in the pheromone matrices

End for

End while
End for
Evaporate pheromone from all cells of the pheromone matrices
End for
Return
End for
Figure 22: pseudo code of the data path synthesis using ACO with perturbation

Further details on the actual single threaded implementation with the perturbation factor
could be found in appendix A.
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4.2.8

Exponential Evaporation Decay

Another explored idea by the studies done in this work is that of the exponential
evaporation decay. This idea originated from the following reasoning:
If the ants have been running for several iterations and manage to find a path better than
those discovered earlier, the amount of pheromone deposited on this path will not be very
big in comparison with the accumulation of pheromone on the paths that have been taken
for several iterations. Besides, by moving along with the previous assumption of decaying
pheromone, the newly added trails of pheromone and the old trails will decrease by the
same amount. As a result the ant will have no notion of the time the pheromone was
deposited.
The suggested idea considers the pheromone as a substance that is subject to an exponential
evaporation rate, in correspondence with nuclear substances in which evaporation decays
exponentially. Modeling the pheromone as such will result in an evaporation decay rate that
will follow either of the following graphs:
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Figure 23: First form of exponential decay

Figure 24: Second form of exponential decay

Modeling the evaporation process as being similar to either of the above two forms,
introduces the overhead of time to the pheromone matrices. Each new deposit in the
pheromone matrix, rather than the cumulative amount as considered in the linear decay,
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will be subject to evaporation differently depending on the time that this pheromone trial
was deposited.
Both proposed forms of exponential decay were modeled and experimented on all the
designed resource bags of benchmarks used in this study. Unfortunately, both forms of
decay resulted in poorer performance of the proposed ant colony optimization.
The reason for this poor performance is due to the fast decrease present in both exponential
forms. The values of pheromone are not being able to sufficiently accumulate to allow the
ants to converge to the desired solution. Attempts of flattening the exponential curves were
tried to decrease the slope of the decay, however during experimentation, the flattening
required to make the slope of the decay acceptable, transformed the exponential graph to
almost a linear graph , thus, getting back to the previous approach of regular linear
evaporation decay.

4.3

Parallel Ant Colony Optimization for Area Optimization

VLSI circuit design problems, nowadays, especially with the increase in the number of the
transistors mapped to a chip, have become more and more complex and involve the use of
high computational resources. Studies performed in this area show that such problems
which require high computations can significantly benefit from parallel environments for
reducing their execution time [23], [24]. The high level synthesis problem falls in this
category of high computational problems merely due to its size and complexity.
The proposed approach for reducing the area in high level synthesis suggests the ant colony
optimization as a technique to embed the intelligence needed to perform resource binding.
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As a result, this approach will allow an easy transition to a parallel programming paradigm
which benefits from the concept of parallel agents present in the ant colony
optimization. Such a parallel execution for the data path synthesis problem has a great
added value since it makes the proposed technique an appealing solution, easily mappable
to and well-suited for the omnipresent multi-core and multi-processing computing
platforms.
To be able to ensure the validity of what is said earlier, an actual implementation of the
technique using a parallel environment was developed. Mapping this technique to
accommodate parallelism was done using message passing in java. The environment used
to develop message passing in java is the MPJ Express.
MPJ Express [25] is an open source library for message passing in java. It allows
users/programmers to develop java applications that can run in parallel, be it on several
cores of the same machine (multi-core) or on different machines connected together
(cluster/cloud). The concept behind message passing is to allow the running of a certain
code in isolation on different cores/machines and whenever a transfer of information is
needed from one core/machine to another a message, holding the information to be shared,
can be passed [26]. The parallel application developed in this study configured MPJ
Express to run in multi-core mode on a single machine of 8 cores.
4.3.1

The Parallel Approach

The ant colony optimization approach used in our study allows an easy migration from the
single threaded approach proposed to a parallel model. This transition is referred to as easy,
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since the parallel environment will greatly benefit from the concept of parallel working
agents (ants), present in the ant colony optimization. The parallel model developed in this
study is designed so that one core will act as a “master” and all other cores on the machine
will be regarded as “slaves”. The master will be responsible for monitoring the
synchronization process between the slaves and itself. It will be in charge of gathering all
the needed local data from the slaves, reassembling this information and redistributing valid
versions of the common data to be shared by all the cores.
The developed parallel model is well suited to map itself to the underlying architecture with
no necessity for previous knowledge about the number of cores present on the machine. In
this study, since the machine on which the model was tested has eight cores, there will be a
master and 7 slaves.
The master initially will distribute the pheromone matrices to all the cores while
maintaining for itself a copy of these matrices. After the cores receive the pheromone
matrices, each core, including the master, will create one agent (ant) to work. These ants
will work separately on creating a full data path, as described regarding the behavior of
ants. In other words, each ant will start by performing functional unit followed by register
binding and then interconnection binding. Once all resource binding is done the ant will
apply the perturbation explained earlier.
After these multiple agents work in parallel to create multiple data paths, each ant will
generate the cost function relative to its respective path and will update its local copy of the
pheromone matrices. Once updated, these local matrices are all sent to the master, who will
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integrate all the local information and the updates sent by all ants, including the ant running
on the master core. Once these local copies of pheromone are assimilated into the common
pheromone matrices, evaporation of the matrices will take place and the best solution
among all agents will be saved.
As a result, the master will send the newly updated common matrices to the slaves and the
whole process will repeat again for a given number of iterations.
For m runs
Create new pheromone matrices
For k iterations
If (core = Master)
For all core except master
Send(functional unit pheromone matrix)
Send(register pheromone matrix)
End for
Create new ant
perform_data_path_synthesis(scheduled graph)

Compute
For (all elements j mapped to unit i)
Update

in the pheromone matrices

End for
For all core except master
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Receive(functional unit pheromone matrix)
Receive (register pheromone matrix)
Combine received matrices with master matrices
Receive (
If (

)
<

)

End for
Evaporate pheromone
End if
Else
Receive(functional unit pheromone matrix)
Receive (register pheromone matrix)
Create new ant
perform_data_path_synthesis(scheduled graph)

Compute
For (all elements j mapped to unit i)
Update

in the pheromone matrices

End for
Send(functional unit pheromone matrix)
Send(register pheromone matrix)
Send
End else
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End For
End for
Figure 25: Pseudo code for parallel execution of the proposed approach

Further details on the actual parallel implementation could be found in appendix A.
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CHAPTER FIVE
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To test the efficiency of the proposed approach, first a single threaded approach is
developed using the ant colony optimization and tested on 18 different benchmarks of
various complexities. For each of the 18 benchmarks, six resource bags were custom
designed in such a way to allow the results to reflect the overall behavior of the algorithm
under the most possible circumstances. These resource bags range from tightly constraint
resources, one unit of every operation type to resource bags of infinite resources.
After many observations during the experimentation time, the parameters for ant colony
optimization were tuned and the used values are: Alfa =0.5 and Beta =0.7.

5.1

Ant Colony Optimization with Perturbation

At first an implementation of the suggested approach was developed without the
perturbation factor (ACO) and then another version was developed adding the perturbation
factor (PERB). Before applying the perturbation factor different experiments were run to
answer how often a perturbation should be done.
PERB initially introduced a perturbation at a specific rate which increases linearly by 0.1
from zero to one. A zero rate of perturbation means no perturbation is done at all while a
rate of one implies that a perturbation is done for sure at the end of each iteration. In other
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words, the ant at the end of each iteration will generate a random number between 0 and 1.
If this random number is less than the specified rate, a perturbation will occur, otherwise no
perturbation will occur. The results of this experiment should guarantee or generate a
maximum improvement over ACO at a rate of 1, which is a definite perturbation at the end
of each iteration.
These results give rise to another question to be also answered through experimentation:
How many perturbations should be done at the end of a single iteration? To answer this
question PERB was modified to accommodate the following:
Every ant at the end of the iteration will keep on performing perturbations until k
consecutive bad solutions are obtained, where k ranges from 0 to 10. Testing PERB against
all the benchmarks and all the resource bags lead to the conclusion that accepting a bad
solution resulting from perturbations will not yield better improvement for the quality of
the solution. Therefore, accepting bad solutions will only increase the runtime of the
algorithm with no added value in the quality of the solution. Therefore, the ant in PERB
will keep on doing perturbations at the end of the iteration until the perturbation leads to a
solution worse than the best solution obtained so far. PERB versus ACO resulted in an
average 1.83% improvement over all benchmarks and all resource bags. This average
ranged between a maximum overall of 6.6% improvement and a minimum overall of 0%
improvement.
Tables 5 through 22 summarize the improvement in absolute figures of PERB over ACO
for each resource bag of every benchmark. These tables show as well the percentage
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statistics for every benchmark showing the average, maximum and minimum percentage
improvement of these benchmarks over all resource bags.
Table 5: Results of PERB versus ACO for DiffEq2

Benchmark DiffEq2 Improvement of PERB versus ACO
(1+,1*,1-,1/,1>,1<)
6.40%
(1+,2*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

3.31%

(2+,2*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

0.00%

(2+,1*,2-,1/,1>,1<)

6.40%

(2+,6*,2-,1/,1>,1<)

0.00%

(8+,8*,8-,1/,1>,1<)

0.00%

Average

2.68%

Max

6.40%

Min

0.00%
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Table 6: Results of PERB versus ACO for DiffEq3

Benchmark DiffEq3
(1+,1*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

Improvement of PERB versus ACO
5.52%

(2+,5*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

0.99%

(2+,1*,2-,0/,1>,0<)

5.67%

(1+,6*,1-,0/,1>,0<)

0.85%

(3+,9*,3-,0/,1>,0<)

0.84%

(12+,12*,12-,12/,12>,12<)

0.84%

Average

2.45%

Max

5.67%

Min

0.84%

Table 7: Results of PERB versus ACO for DiffEq4

Benchmark DiffEq4
(1+,1*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

Improvement of PERB versus ACO
5.52%

(1+,3*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

1.50%

(2+,6*,2-,1/,1>,1<)

1.66%

(2+,7*,3-,1/,1>,1<)

0.00%

(4+,9*,4-,1/,1>,1<)

1.65%

(12+,12*,12-,12/,12>,12<)

0.82%

Average

1.86%

Max

5.52%

Min

0.00%
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Table 8: Results of PERB versus ACO for CBLS

Benchmark CBLS
(1+,1*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

Improvement of PERB versus ACO
5.52%

(1+,4*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

2.27%

(2+,2*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

5.52%

(1+,5*,2-,1/,1>,1<)

1.96%

(4+,8*,2-,1/,1>,1<)

0.00%

(12+,12*,12-,12/,12>,12<)

0.00%

Average

2.54%

Max

5.52%

Min

0.00%

Table 9: Results of PERB versus ACO for DCT1

Benchmark DCT1
(1+,1*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

Improvement of PERB versus ACO
1.91%

(1+,10*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

0.95%

(5+,1*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

1.78%

(7+,9*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

0.97%

(15+,20*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

0.62%

(25+,25*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

0.31%

Average

1.09%

Max

1.91%

Min

0.31%
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Table 10: Results of PERB versus ACO for DCT2

Benchmark DCT2
(1+,1*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

Improvement of PERB versus ACO
4.21%

(15+,1*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

2.49%

(1+,20*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

0.25%

(13+,17*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

0.77%

(30+,40*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

0.47%

(35+,45*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

0.31%

Average

1.42%

Max

4.21%

Min

0.25%

Table 11: Results of PERB versus ACO for EWF

Benchmark EWF
(1+,1*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

Improvement of PERB versus ACO
0.00%

(1+,4*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

1.94%

(13+,1*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

4.52%

(20+,6*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

4.51%

(26+,8*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

3.05%

(30+,12*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

3.05%

Average

2.85%

Max

4.52%

Min

0.00%
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Table 12: Results of PERB versus ACO for FDCT

Benchmark FDCT
(1+,1*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

Improvement of PERB versus ACO
4.23%

(1+,8*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

0.98%

(6+,1*,3-,1/,1>,1<)

3.27%

(8+,10*,5-,1/,1>,1<)

1.10%

(13+,16*,13-,1/,1>,1<)

1.10%

(18+,20*,18-,1/,1>,1<)

0.56%

Average

1.87%

Max

4.23%

Min

0.56%

Table 13: Results of PERB versus ACO for FDS

Benchmark FDS
(1+,1*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

Improvement of PERB versus ACO
6.61%

(1+,3*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

1.62%

(2+,1*,2-,1/,1>,1<)

6.61%

(2+,4*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

0.00%

(2+,6*,2-,1/,1>,1<)

0.00%

(5+,10*,5-,1/,1>,3<)

0.00%

Average

2.47%

Max

6.61%

Min

0.00%
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Table 14: Results of PERB versus ACO for IIR

Benchmark IIR
(1+,1*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

Improvement of PERB versus ACO
2.76%

(1+,4*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

2.27%

(3+,1*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

2.76%

(2+,6*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

1.62%

(6+,8*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

1.62%

(10+,10*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

1.62%

Average

2.11%

Max

2.76%

Min

1.62%

Table 15: Results of PERB versus ACO for LMS

Benchmark LMS
(1+,1*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

Improvement of PERB versus ACO
0.00%

(1+,5*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

0.00%

(4+,1*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

0.00%

(6+,7*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

0.00%

(8+,9*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

0.00%

(12+,12*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

0.00%

Average

0.00%

Max

0.00%

Min

0.00%
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This benchmark yielded 0% improvement meaning that the perturbation added did not help
in covering unexplored areas. This is attributed to the register binding algorithm which
could have covered efficiently the solution space for this specific benchmark.
Table 16: Results of PERB versus ACO for wavelet

Benchmark wavelet Improvement of PERB versus ACO
(1+,1*,1-,1/,1>,1<)
4.85%
(1+,3*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

1.39%

(4+,1*,2-,1/,1>,1<)

4.52%

(3+,4*,2-,1/,1>,1<)

0.00%

(7+,6*,3-,1/,1>,1<)

0.00%

(10+,9*,5-,1/,1>,1<)

0.00%

Average

1.79%

Max

4.85%

Min

0.00%
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Table 17: Results of PERB versus ACO for AiR

Benchmark AiR
(1+,1*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

Improvement of PERB versus ACO
3.01%

(1+,5*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

0.95%

(5+,1*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

2.76%

(7+,9*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

1.23%

(10+,16*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

1.85%

(15+,20*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

0.62%

Average

1.74%

Max

3.01%

Min

0.62%

Table 18: Results of PERB versus ACO for AR

Benchmark AR
(1+,1*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

Improvement of PERB versus ACO
2.84%

(1+,8*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

0.64%

(6+,1*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

2.84%

(8+,5*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

1.72%

(12+,16*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

1.21%

(15+,20*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

0.61%

Average

1.64%

Max

2.84%

Min

0.61%
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Table 19: Results of PERB versus ACO for 4pDCT

Benchmark 4pDCT
(1+,1*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

Improvement of PERB versus ACO
0.00%

(1+,3*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

0.00%

(3+,1*,2-,1/,1>,1<)

2.55%

(4+,2*,2-,1/,1>,1<)

1.80%

(5+,6*,4-,1/,1>,1<)

1.11%

(10+,10*,10-,1/,1>,1<)

1.11%

Average

1.10%

Max

2.55%

Min

0.00%

Table 20: Results of PERB versus ACO for FIR

Benchmark FIR
(1+,1*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

Improvement of PERB versus ACO
2.55%

(1+,3*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

1.39%

(3+,1*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

2.55%

(2+,5*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

0.96%

(6+,7*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

0.00%

(10+,10*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

0.00%

Average

1.24%

Max

2.55%

Min

0.00%
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Table 21: Results of PERB versus ACO for FFT1

Benchmark FFT1
(1+,1*,1-,1/,1>,1<,1sin)

Improvement of PERB versus ACO
3.56%

(1+,10*,1-,1/,1>,1<,1sin)

0.72%

(6+,1*,13-,1/,1>,1<,1sin)

1.08%

(5+,40*,12-,1/,1>,1<,1sin)

1.19%

(12+,78*,23-,1/,1>,1<,1sin)

1.45%

(20+,90*,30-,1/,1>,1<,1sin)

2.57%

Average

1.76%

Max

3.56%

Min

0.72%

Table 22: Results of PERB versus ACO for FFT2

Benchmark FFT2
(1+,1*,1-,1/,1>,1<,1sin)

Improvement of PERB versus ACO
4.75%

(1+,7*,1-,1/,1>,1<,1sin)

2.37%

(1+,1*,1-,1/,1>,1<,4sin)

2.40%

(5+,13*,9-,1/,1>,1<,3sin)

1.23%

(14+,26*,30-,1/,1>,1<,8sin)

1.64%

(20+,30*,35-,1/,1>,1<,12sin)

1.22%

Average

2.27%

Max

4.75%

Min

1.22%
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5.2

New Approach versus Traditional Techniques

To test the efficiency of the suggested PERB technique the following flow of resource
binding (REG) was implemented as well: functional unit binding using clique partitioning
followed by the left edge algorithm for the register binding. This flow represents previous
solutions provided for optimally solving each of the resource binding phases. PERB versus
REG yielded in an average of 6.8% improvement over all benchmarks and all resource
bags. This average ranged between a maximum overall of 21% improvement and a
minimum overall of 0% improvement.
Tables 23 through 40 summarize the improvement in absolute terms of PERB over REG
for each resource bag of every benchmark. This table shows as well the percentage
statistics for every benchmark showing the average, maximum and minimum percentage
improvement of these benchmarks over all resource bags.
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Table 23: Results of PERB versus REG for DiffEq2

Benchmark DiffEq2 Improvement of PERB versus REG
(1+,1*,1-,1/,1>,1<)
9.30%
(1+,2*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

9.30%

(2+,2*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

11.65%

(2+,1*,2-,1/,1>,1<)

9.02%

(2+,6*,2-,1/,1>,1<)

3.66%

(8+,8*,8-,1/,1>,1<)

2.47%

Average

7.57%

Max

11.65%

Min

2.47%

Table 24: Results of PERB versus REG for DiffEq3

Benchmark DiffEq3
(1+,1*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

Improvement of PERB versus REG
12.74%

(2+,5*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

2.91%

(2+,1*,2-,0/,1>,0<)

13.07%

(1+,6*,1-,0/,1>,0<)

2.51%

(3+,9*,3-,0/,1>,0<)

0.84%

(12+,12*,12-,12/,12>,12<)

1.67%

Average

5.62%

Max

13.07%

Min

0.84%
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Table 25: Results of PERB versus REG for DiffEq4

Benchmark DiffEq4
(1+,1*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

Improvement of PERB versus REG
14.91%

(1+,3*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

8.25%

(2+,6*,2-,1/,1>,1<)

4.02%

(2+,7*,3-,1/,1>,1<)

4.02%

(4+,9*,4-,1/,1>,1<)

2.45%

(12+,12*,12-,12/,12>,12<)

2.43%

Average

6.01%

Max

14.91%

Min

2.43%

Table 26: Results of PERB versus REG for CBLS

Benchmark CBLS
(1+,1*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

Improvement of PERB versus REG
14.91%

(1+,4*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

4.44%

(2+,2*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

12.74%

(1+,5*,2-,1/,1>,1<)

5.65%

(4+,8*,2-,1/,1>,1<)

0.00%

(12+,12*,12-,12/,12>,12<)

0.00%

Average

6.29%

Max

14.91%

Min

0.00%
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Table 27: Results of PERB versus REG for DCT1

Benchmark DCT1
(1+,1*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

Improvement of PERB versus REG
12.23%

(1+,10*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

2.82%

(5+,1*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

12.65%

(7+,9*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

3.77%

(15+,20*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

0.92%

(25+,25*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

0.92%

Average

5.55%

Max

12.65%

Min

0.92%

Table 28: Results of PERB versus REG for DCT2

Benchmark DCT2
(1+,1*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

Improvement of PERB versus REG
14.95%

(15+,1*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

13.45%

(1+,20*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

1.70%

(13+,17*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

3.27%

(30+,40*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

0.94%

(35+,45*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

0.78%

Average

5.85%

Max

14.95%

Min

0.78%
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Table 29: Results of PERB versus REG for EWF

Benchmark EWF
(1+,1*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

Improvement of PERB versus REG
10.74%

(1+,4*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

7.34%

(13+,1*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

12.44%

(20+,6*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

7.19%

(26+,8*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

5.93%

(30+,12*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

5.93%

Average

8.26%

Max

12.44%

Min

5.93%

Table 30: Results of PERB versus REG for FDCT

Benchmark FDCT
(1+,1*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

Improvement of PERB versus REG
20.96%

(1+,8*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

10.71%

(6+,1*,3-,1/,1>,1<)

10.57%

(8+,10*,5-,1/,1>,1<)

2.70%

(13+,16*,13-,1/,1>,1<)

2.70%

(18+,20*,18-,1/,1>,1<)

3.76%

Average

8.57%

Max

20.96%

Min

2.70%
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Table 31: Results of PERB versus REG for FDS

Benchmark FDS
(1+,1*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

Improvement of PERB versus REG
9.60%

(1+,3*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

7.60%

(2+,1*,2-,1/,1>,1<)

9.60%

(2+,4*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

4.88%

(2+,6*,2-,1/,1>,1<)

3.70%

(5+,10*,5-,1/,1>,3<)

4.88%

Average

6.71%

Max

9.60%

Min

3.70%

Table 32: Results of PERB versus REG for IIR

Benchmark IIR
(1+,1*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

Improvement of PERB versus REG
12.42%

(1+,4*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

4.44%

(3+,1*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

10.19%

(2+,6*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

2.41%

(6+,8*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

3.19%

(10+,10*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

3.19%

Average

5.97%

Max

12.42%

Min

2.41%
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Table 33: Results of PERB versus REG for LMS

Benchmark LMS
(1+,1*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

Improvement of PERB versus REG
2.84%

(1+,5*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

2.27%

(4+,1*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

5.52%

(6+,7*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

1.09%

(8+,9*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

1.09%

(12+,12*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

1.09%

Average

2.31%

Max

5.52%

Min

1.09%

Table 34: Results of PERB versus REG for wavelet

Benchmark wavelet Improvement of PERB versus REG
(1+,1*,1-,1/,1>,1<)
15.14%
(1+,3*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

9.00%

(4+,1*,2-,1/,1>,1<)

15.92%

(3+,4*,2-,1/,1>,1<)

8.25%

(7+,6*,3-,1/,1>,1<)

6.84%

(10+,9*,5-,1/,1>,1<)

6.84%

Average

10.33%

Max

15.92%

Min

6.84%
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Table 35: Results of PERB versus REG for AiR

Benchmark AiR
(1+,1*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

Improvement of PERB versus REG
13.42%

(1+,5*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

5.44%

(5+,1*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

13.07%

(7+,9*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

2.42%

(10+,16*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

3.05%

(15+,20*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

2.44%

Average

6.64%

Max

13.42%

Min

2.42%

Table 36: Results of PERB versus REG for AR

Benchmark AR
(1+,1*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

Improvement of PERB versus REG
12.74%

(1+,8*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

4.32%

(6+,1*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

14.55%

(8+,5*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

6.49%

(12+,16*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

2.98%

(15+,20*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

3.53%

Average

7.43%

Max

14.55%

Min

2.98%
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Table 37: Results of PERB versus REG for 4pDCT

Benchmark 4pDCT
(1+,1*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

Improvement of PERB versus REG
14.91%

(1+,3*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

7.21%

(3+,1*,2-,1/,1>,1<)

11.56%

(4+,2*,2-,1/,1>,1<)

9.76%

(5+,6*,4-,1/,1>,1<)

6.32%

(10+,10*,10-,1/,1>,1<)

6.32%

Average

9.34%

Max

14.91%

Min

6.32%

Table 38: Results of PERB versus REG for FIR

Benchmark FIR
(1+,1*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

Improvement of PERB versus REG
13.56%

(1+,3*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

4.07%

(3+,1*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

13.56%

(2+,5*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

2.82%

(6+,7*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

3.53%

(10+,10*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

3.53%

Average

6.84%

Max

13.56%

Min

2.82%
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Table 39: Results of PERB versus REG for FFT1

Benchmark FFT1
(1+,1*,1-,1/,1>,1<,1sin)

Improvement of PERB versus REG
12.87%

(1+,10*,1-,1/,1>,1<,1sin)

4.51%

(6+,1*,13-,1/,1>,1<,1sin)

11.51%

(5+,40*,12-,1/,1>,1<,1sin)

1.78%

(12+,78*,23-,1/,1>,1<,1sin)

0.29%

(20+,90*,30-,1/,1>,1<,1sin)

0.21%

Average

4.86%

Max

12.87%

Min

0.21%

Table 40: Results of PERB versus REG for FFT2

Benchmark FFT2
(1+,1*,1-,1/,1>,1<,1sin)

Improvement of PERB versus REG
13.01%

(1+,7*,1-,1/,1>,1<,1sin)

9.72%

(1+,1*,1-,1/,1>,1<,4sin)

12.60%

(5+,13*,9-,1/,1>,1<,3sin)

4.38%

(14+,26*,30-,1/,1>,1<,8sin)

5.51%

(20+,30*,35-,1/,1>,1<,12sin)

3.19%

Average

8.07%

Max

13.01%

Min

3.19%
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5.3

Parallel Ant Colony Optimization

To design a parallel model for the suggested technique, a suitable environment adequate for
developing and running parallel applications is used. In this study java was chosen to be the
language used for the development of the single threaded version of the suggested
approach. For this reason, a parallel java environment is sought to ensure an easy transition
from the single threaded version to the parallel model. Several projects and research tried to
create environments to allow parallel java programming.
The main application is the only part of the code that is changed to make the code run in
parallel. The parallel model works in a master-slave form, where each core, including the
master, will have one ant running. The machine on which testing was made has a processor
Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU running at 2.66GHz. It has a RAM of 6 GB and a 64-bit Windows 7
professional as an operating system. It comprises 8 cores totaling to 8 ants working in
parallel. On the other hand, for the sake of comparison, the single threaded version will also
have 8 ants which be running however sequentially.
Tables 41 through 58 show the respective execution times of the parallel and the non
parallel implementations. Besides, the tables show the actual speed up for every resource
bag for all benchmarks. Furthermore, the tables provide statistics showing the average,
maximum and minimum speedup for every benchmark over all resource bags.
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Table 41: Parallel model Speedup for DiffEq2

Benchmark DiffEq2 Parallel (ms) Non Parallel (ms) Speed up
(1+,1*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

250

838

3.352

(1+,2*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

296

827

2.794

(2+,2*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

296

936

3.162

(2+,1*,2-,1/,1>,1<)

296

842

2.845

(2+,6*,2-,1/,1>,1<)

312

1045

3.349

(8+,8*,8-,1/,1>,1<)

311

1060

3.408

Average

3.15

Max

3.41

Min

2.79

Table 42: Parallel model Speedup for DiffEq3

Benchmark DiffEq3

Parallel (ms) Non Parallel (ms) Speed up

(1+,1*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

483

1326

2.745

(2+,5*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

585

1981

3.386

(2+,1*,2-,0/,1>,0<)

452

1357

3.002

(1+,6*,1-,0/,1>,0<)

671

2387

3.557

(3+,9*,3-,0/,1>,0<)

546

1919

3.515

(12+,12*,12-,12/,12>,12<)

515

1903

3.695

Average

3.32

Max

3.70

Min

2.75
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Table 43: Parallel model Speedup for DiffEq4

Benchmark DiffEq4

Parallel (ms) Non Parallel (ms) Speed up

(1+,1*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

452

1311

2.900

(1+,3*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

530

1731

3.266

(2+,6*,2-,1/,1>,1<)

780

2761

3.540

(2+,7*,3-,1/,1>,1<)

655

2418

3.692

(4+,9*,4-,1/,1>,1<)

639

2324

3.637

(12+,12*,12-,12/,12>,12<)

655

2231

3.406

Average

3.41

Max

3.69

Min

2.90

Table 44: Parallel model Speedup for CBLS

Benchmark CBLS

Parallel (ms)

Non Parallel (ms)

Speed up

(1+,1*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

436

1279

2.933

(1+,4*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

499

1684

3.375

(2+,2*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

437

1279

2.927

(1+,5*,2-,1/,1>,1<)

593

2044

3.447

(4+,8*,2-,1/,1>,1<)

1155

4228

3.661

(12+,12*,12-,12/,12>,12<)

718

2808

3.911

Average

3.38

Max

3.91

Min

2.93
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Table 45: Parallel model Speedup for DCT1

Benchmark DCT1

Parallel (ms) Non Parallel (ms) Speed up

(1+,1*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

1638

4555

2.781

(1+,10*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

3042

10873

3.574

(5+,1*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

1700

4789

2.817

(7+,9*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

3166

10546

3.331

(15+,20*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

3729

13650

3.660

(25+,25*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

3230

12043

3.728

Average

3.32

Max

3.73

Min

2.78

Table 46: Parallel model Speedup for DCT2

Benchmark DCT2

Parallel (ms)

Non Parallel (ms)

Speed up

(1+,1*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

4820

16193

3.360

(15+,1*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

5007

17253

3.446

(1+,20*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

13009

76596

5.888

(13+,17*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

14258

64569

4.529

(30+,40*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

15272

64412

4.218

(35+,45*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

13913

57689

4.146

Average

4.26

Max

5.89

Min

3.36
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Table 47: Parallel model Speedup for EWF

Benchmark EWF

Parallel (ms) Non Parallel (ms) Speed up

(1+,1*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

967

2901

3.000

(1+,4*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

1014

2964

2.923

(13+,1*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

1263

3993

3.162

(20+,6*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

1342

4478

3.337

(26+,8*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

1358

4602

3.389

(30+,12*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

1388

4727

3.406

Average

3.20

Max

3.41

Min

2.92

Table 48: Parallel model Speedup for FDCT

Benchmark FDCT

Parallel (ms) Non Parallel (ms) Speed up

(1+,1*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

1528

4758

3.114

(1+,8*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

1700

5585

3.285

(6+,1*,3-,1/,1>,1<)

1591

5288

3.324

(8+,10*,5-,1/,1>,1<)

2605

9485

3.641

(13+,16*,13-,1/,1>,1<)

2199

8331

3.789

(18+,20*,18-,1/,1>,1<)

2169

8268

3.812

Average

3.49

Max

3.81

Min

3.11
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Table 49: Parallel model Speedup for FDS

Benchmark FDS

Parallel (ms) Non Parallel (ms) Speed up

(1+,1*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

249

780

3.133

(1+,3*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

312

1014

3.250

(2+,1*,2-,1/,1>,1<)

281

780

2.776

(2+,4*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

328

1076

3.280

(2+,6*,2-,1/,1>,1<)

281

952

3.388

(5+,10*,5-,1/,1>,3<)

296

951

3.213

Average

3.17

Max

3.39

Min

2.78

Table 50: Parallel model Speedup for IIR

Benchmark IIR

Parallel (ms) Non Parallel (ms) Speed up

(1+,1*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

546

1450

2.656

(1+,4*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

670

1809

2.700

(3+,1*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

546

1466

2.685

(2+,6*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

905

2637

2.914

(6+,8*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

765

2184

2.855

(10+,10*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

764

2121

2.776

Average

2.76

Max

2.91

Min

2.66
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Table 51: Parallel model Speedup for LMS

Benchmark LMS

Parallel (ms) Non Parallel (ms) Speed up

(1+,1*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

437

1341

3.069

(1+,5*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

468

1576

3.368

(4+,1*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

421

1389

3.299

(6+,7*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

577

2121

3.676

(8+,9*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

562

2060

3.665

(12+,12*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

546

2028

3.714

Average

3.47

Max

3.71

Min

3.07

Table 52: Parallel model Speedup for wavelet

Benchmark wavelet Parallel (ms) Non Parallel (ms) Speed up
(1+,1*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

593

1622

2.735

(1+,3*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

546

1716

3.143

(4+,1*,2-,1/,1>,1<)

670

1747

2.607

(3+,4*,2-,1/,1>,1<)

624

1981

3.175

(7+,6*,3-,1/,1>,1<)

812

2652

3.266

(10+,9*,5-,1/,1>,1<)

670

2153

3.213

Average

3.02

Max

3.27

Min

2.61
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Table 53: Parallel model Speedup for AiR

Benchmark AiR

Parallel (ms) Non Parallel (ms) Speed up

(1+,1*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

733

2278

3.108

(1+,5*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

905

3152

3.483

(5+,1*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

780

2449

3.140

(7+,9*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

1248

4524

3.625

(10+,16*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

1108

3854

3.478

(15+,20*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

1045

3853

3.687

Average

3.42

Max

3.69

Min

3.11

Table 54: Parallel model Speedup for AR

Benchmark AR

Parallel (ms) Non Parallel (ms) Speed up

(1+,1*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

842

2512

2.983

(1+,8*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

1498

5257

3.509

(6+,1*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

936

2667

2.849

(8+,5*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

1248

3931

3.150

(12+,16*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

1232

4274

3.469

(15+,20*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

1232

4259

3.457

Average

3.24

Max

3.51

Min

2.85
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Table 55: Parallel model Speedup for 4pDCT

Benchmark 4pDCT

Parallel (ms) Non Parallel (ms) Speed up

(1+,1*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

421

1435

3.409

(1+,3*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

468

1529

3.267

(3+,1*,2-,1/,1>,1<)

483

1591

3.294

(4+,2*,2-,1/,1>,1<)

514

1700

3.307

(5+,6*,4-,1/,1>,1<)

561

1919

3.421

(10+,10*,10-,1/,1>,1<)

546

1919

3.515

Average

3.37

Max

3.51

Min

3.27

Table 56: Parallel model Speedup for FIR

Benchmark FIR

Parallel (ms) Non Parallel (ms) Speed up

(1+,1*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

561

1482

2.642

(1+,3*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

546

1544

2.828

(3+,1*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

561

1482

2.642

(2+,5*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

578

1981

3.427

(6+,7*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

889

3010

3.386

(10+,10*,1-,1/,1>,1<)

686

2231

3.252

Average

3.03

Max

3.43

Min

2.64
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Table 57: Parallel model Speedup for FFT1

Benchmark FFT1

Parallel (ms) Non Parallel (ms) Speed up

(1+,1*,1-,1/,1>,1<,1sin)

13868

49046

3.537

(1+,10*,1-,1/,1>,1<,1sin)

19685

74272

3.773

(6+,1*,13-,1/,1>,1<,1sin)

14258

51745

3.629

(5+,40*,12-,1/,1>,1<,1sin)

21060

78904

3.747

(12+,78*,23-,1/,1>,1<,1sin)

22199

83522

3.762

(20+,90*,30-,1/,1>,1<,1sin)

22542

85442

3.790

Average

3.71

Max

3.79

Min

3.54

Table 58: Parallel model Speedup for FFT2

Benchmark FFT2

Parallel (ms) Non Parallel (ms) Speed up

(1+,1*,1-,1/,1>,1<,1sin)

5850

20405

3.488

(1+,7*,1-,1/,1>,1<,1sin)

6442

22620

3.511

(1+,1*,1-,1/,1>,1<,4sin)

5850

21045

3.597

(5+,13*,9-,1/,1>,1<,3sin)

8221

31013

3.772

(14+,26*,30-,1/,1>,1<,8sin)

8939

33758

3.776

(20+,30*,35-,1/,1>,1<,12sin)

8736

32885

3.764

Average

3.65

Max

3.78

Min

3.49
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Some measurements were carried out to calculate the speed up gained from running the
parallel version. However, it is eminent to note that for simplicity, measurements reported
are relative to the first resource bag of the first benchmark (DiffEq2):


The time taken by one ant to generate the data path in single threaded version, i.e.
without MPJ Express, is 0.9 ms.



The time taken by one ant to generate the data path in MPJ Express, however
running on a single core is 1.8 ms.



The time taken to issue a blocking send of the two pheromone matrices to 7 cores in
MPJ Express is 0.155 ms.



The time required for synchronization of local and common data is 0.0272 ms.

Therefore the measured speedup will calculated as follows:

The actual speed up for this benchmark for the first resource bag computed during runtime
is 3.352 times which very close to the measured value showed above. The small difference
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between the measured and the actual speed up can be contributed to operating system
overhead which is not accounted for in the measured value.
Although an average of 3.368 is obtained it is expected that this speedup will increase
significantly to about 6.7 on the same 8-core machine. As noticed, in the reported
measurements, the time taken to generate a full data path using MPJ Express, although
forcing the ant to run on one core only (meaning no overhead required), is almost double
the time taken for execution on a regular environment (without MPJ). The additional delay
is attributed to MPJ Express.
Therefore, using a different parallel environment would eliminate this delay factor. As a
result, all measurements done in MPJ Express should decrease by a factor of two and the
expected measurements will look as follows:


The time taken by one ant to generate the data path in single threaded version, i.e.
without MPJ Express, is 0.9 ms.



The time taken by one ant to generate the data path in a parallel environment,
however running on a single core is 0.9 ms.



The time taken to issue a blocking send of the two pheromone matrices to 7 cores in
MPJ Express is 0.0775 ms.



The time required for synchronization of local and common data is 0.0136 ms.

Based on these measurements the expected speedup will be:
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Therefore, using a parallel environment different than MPJ Express, on an 8 core machine,
is expected to give a speed up of 6.7. This speedup represents 84% of efficiently using the
eight cores and 16% of overhead.
5.3.1

Generalization for k cores

As noticed the study is performed on a machine comprising 8 cores; however a more
interesting figure would be the speedup factor of k cores, where k can be any integer
representing the number of cores in the architecture to be tested. The measurements to be
considered are reported:


The time taken by one ant to generate the data path in single threaded version, i.e.
without MPJ Express, is 0.9 ms.



The time taken by one ant to generate the data path in a parallel environment,
however running on a single core is 0.9 ms.



The time taken to issue a blocking send of the two pheromone matrices to k cores in
MPJ Express is 0.011(k-1) ms.



The time required for synchronization of local and common data is 0.0017k ms.
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As a result, the general speedup for the parallel implementation proposed on a machine
comprising k cores is:

The graph governing the variation of the Speedup relative to the number of cores on a
given machine is represented in Fig. 26:
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Figure 26: Speedup relative to k cores

As seen from the graph in Fig. 26 as the number of cores k increases the overhead required
to manage and synchronize the k cores will also increase limiting the percentage of
efficiency of using the underlying cores in a given machine.
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CHAPTER SIX
CONCLUSIONS
In this work, a new approach was introduced to globally reduce the area in high-level
synthesis by optimizing resource binding. For this reason, previous approaches targeting
the same problem were explored. Several loop holes and non-tackled vicinities were
identified and some areas of improvement were discussed. This exploration involved the
introduction of a new binding technique using the ant colony optimization. Significant
changes were appended to the ant colony optimization to make its migration to adapt the
data path synthesis problem possible. One important modification, the perturbation process,
helped the ant during its search for the optimal solution to cover unexplored areas due to
the nature of the binding problem. An attempt to model the pheromone as nuclear
substance, that is, it subject to an exponential evaporation rate proved to worsen the
performance of the algorithm. As a matter of fact, a linear evaporation process established
more stable and better performance. In addition to the alterations stated, a factor of
parallelism was introduced into the proposed technique to ensure its rigidity and simplicity
in adapting itself to ubiquitous multi-core computer systems.
To assess this new approach, a parallel java environment was configured and a parallel
model was developed out of the single threaded version of the suggested technique. Results
showed, on average, a 6.8 % reduction in area and an expected speedup of 6.7 times over
the single threaded version for a machine comprising eight cores. A general equation was
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developed to reveal the variation of the speedup with respect to the number of cores in the
underlying hardware.
Future work will concentrate on different aspects one of which is enhancing the guide used
in ant colony optimization to ensure faster convergence of the algorithm. A second future
interest will be upgrading the algorithm to be aware of the number of input bits in the
components used in the resource bag and their effect on the overall area optimization. This
work will not only cover the components used (registers, adders, multiplexers) but will also
take into consideration the interconnection length of routing resources, mainly wires. At
last, a possible interesting future work will try to accommodate for a compromising
weighted cost between the area and power of the generated data path.
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APPENDIX I
This appendix provides an insight on a small part of the code for the program written in this
study. The program is estimated to be around 4000 lines of code distributed over 20
different classes. The part revealed in this appendix shows the main division in the code
where changes are applied to make the entire program run in parallel. The purpose of
showing this code is to highlight the easy transition between the single threaded version
and the parallel version of the program.

Code of the Main Application for Single Threaded Version
import java.util.*;
import java.io.*;
public class main {
private static LinkedList Schedule;
private static int steps;
private static variables var;
public static Resource[] rbag;
private static reg_pheromone_matrix1 pm1;
private static funct_pheromone_matrix1 fpm1;
private static String input;
private static String Rbag;
private static boolean onegen;
private static double[] three;
private static int[] two;
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public static void try_schedule(){
if(!onegen){
int best= Integer.MAX_VALUE;//to save the best result, initially it hold the
worst case/largest number
for (int i=0;i<30;i++){
ACO engine = new ACO(three[0],three[1],three[2],two[0],two[1],input,Rbag);
engine.runACO();
rbag=engine.get_rbag();
if(i==0){
Schedule=engine.get_solution();
}
if(engine.numofsteps()<best){
best = engine.numofsteps();
Schedule=engine.get_solution();
}

}
steps=best;
}
else{
ACO engine = new ACO(three[0],three[1],three[2],two[0],two[1],input,Rbag);
engine.runACO();
rbag=engine.get_rbag();
Schedule=engine.get_solution();
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steps=engine.numofsteps();
}
}
public static void main(String [] args){
three= new double[3];
two=new int[2];
three[0]=1;
three[1]=4;
three[2]=0.8;
two[0]=20;
two[1]=130;
Date d = new Date();
System.out.println(" date "+d);
for(double k=0;k<0.1;k=k+0.1)
{
try{
FileWriter frr= new FileWriter("results"+k+".xls");
BufferedWriter wr= new BufferedWriter(frr);

try{
FileReader fr=new FileReader("Benchmarks.txt"); //map to the file
BufferedReader br1=new BufferedReader(fr); //get the file
int Numofben=Integer.parseInt(br1.readLine());
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for(int ben=0;ben<Numofben;ben++){
input=br1.readLine();

//wr.append(" date "+d1+"\n");
wr.append("Benchmark\t"+input+"\n");
//wr.append("\tREG cost\tACO cost\t"+"PERB cost\t"+"PERB vs
ACO\t\t\t\t"+"PERB vs REG\n");
wr.append("\tPERB cost\t"+"\n");
for(int ress=0;ress<=5;ress++){//loop for all possible resource bags for this
benchmark.
Rbag=input+"_"+ress;
int numofants1 =8;
int iterations=60;
double alfaa =0.2;
double alfa_max = 0.8;
double alfa_min = 0.5;
double []alfa = new double [numofants1];
for(int i=0;i<alfa.length;i++){
alfa[i]=alfa_min;
}
double beta=0.8;
int solsize1 = -1;
int muxes1 = -1;
int total_units1=-1;
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int generations = 5;
double cost1=0;
double d1=0;
LinkedList f = new LinkedList();
LinkedList r = new LinkedList();
Allocation_Ant1 global1=new Allocation_Ant1();
try_schedule();
var = new variables(Schedule,steps);
for(int gen=0;gen<generations;gen++){
d=new Date();
d1=d.getTime();
pm1 =new reg_pheromone_matrix1(var.get_variables().size(),0.3);
int lbag=0;
for(int i=0;i<rbag.length;i++){
lbag=lbag+((Resource)rbag[i]).getNumberOfResour();
}
fpm1=new funct_pheromone_matrix1(Schedule.size(),lbag,0.3);
Allocation_Ant1 [] a1 = new Allocation_Ant1 [numofants1];
for (int j=0;j<iterations;j++){
for (int i=0;i<numofants1;i++){
a1[i]=new
Allocation_Ant1(var.get_variables(),rbag,Schedule,steps,fpm1,pm1,alfa[i],beta);
}
for(int i=0;i<numofants1;i++){
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a1[i].Perform_Allocation(0.4,0.1,0.5);
}
for(int i=0;i<numofants1;i++){
a1[i].f_update_pher();
a1[i].reg_update_pher();
if(cost1==0||cost1>a1[i].get_cost()){
global1=a1[i];
cost1=a1[i].get_cost();
solsize1 = a1[i].get_registers();
muxes1=a1[i].get_muxes();
total_units1=a1[i].get_totalunits_used();
}
a1[i].mutate_reg(); // try to mutate variables of the solutions
obtained to further explore the possible solutions
a1[i].reg_update_pher();
while(cost1==0||cost1>a1[i].get_cost()){
cost1=a1[i].get_cost();
solsize1 = a1[i].get_registers();
muxes1=a1[i].get_muxes();
total_units1=a1[i].get_totalunits_used();
a1[i].mutate_reg(); // try to mutate variables of the solutions
obtained to further explore the possible solutions
a1[i].reg_update_pher();
}
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pm1.evaporate();
fpm1.evaporate();
}
}
wr.append("Resource "+Rbag+"\n");
d=new Date();
double d2=d.getTime();
wr.append("\texecution time\t"+(d2-d1)+"\n");
}
wr.append("Resource "+Rbag+"\t"+cost1+"\n");
}
}
br1.close();
}
catch(IOException e1) //in case there is input file found, code will not crush
{
System.out.println("File does not exist.");
} //end of catch
wr.close();
}
catch(IOException e1) //in case there is input file found, code will not crush
{
System.out.println("File does not exist.");
} //end of catch
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}
}
}
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Main code for parallel model of the suggested approach
import java.util.*;
import java.io.*;
import mpi.*;

public class main {
private static LinkedList Schedule;
private static int steps;
private static variables var;
public static Resource[] rbag;
private static reg_pheromone_matrix1 pm1;
private static funct_pheromone_matrix1 fpm1;
private static String input;
private static String Rbag;
private static boolean onegen;
private static double[] three;
private static int[] two;
//private static Date d;
public static void try_schedule(){
if(!onegen){
int best= Integer.MAX_VALUE;//to save the best result, initially it hold the
worst case/largest number
for (int i=0;i<30;i++){
ACO engine = new ACO(three[0],three[1],three[2],two[0],two[1],input,Rbag);
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engine.runACO();
rbag=engine.get_rbag();
if(i==0){
Schedule=engine.get_solution();
}
if(engine.numofsteps()<best){
best = engine.numofsteps();
Schedule=engine.get_solution();
}

}
steps=best;
}
else{
ACO engine = new ACO(three[0],three[1],three[2],two[0],two[1],input,Rbag);
engine.runACO();
rbag=engine.get_rbag();
Schedule=engine.get_solution();
steps=engine.numofsteps();
}
}
public static void main(String [] args)throws Exception{
MPI.Init(args);
three= new double[3];
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two=new int[2];
three[0]=1;
three[1]=4;
three[2]=0.8;
two[0]=20;
two[1]=130;
Date d;
double d1=0;
for(double k=0.1;k<0.2;k=k+0.1)
{
try{
FileWriter frr= new FileWriter("results"+k+".xls");
BufferedWriter wr= new BufferedWriter(frr);

try{
FileReader fr=new FileReader("Benchmarks.txt"); //map to the file
BufferedReader br1=new BufferedReader(fr); //get the file
int Numofben=Integer.parseInt(br1.readLine());

for(int ben=0;ben<Numofben-17;ben++){
input=br1.readLine();

if(MPI.COMM_WORLD.Rank()==0){
wr.append("Benchmark\t"+input+"\n");
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wr.append("\tPERB cost\t"+"\n");
}

for(int ress=0;ress<=5;ress++){//loop for all possible resource bags for this
benchmark.
Rbag=input+"_"+ress;
if(MPI.COMM_WORLD.Rank()==0){
wr.append("Resource "+Rbag+"\n");
}
int numofants1 =1;
int iterations=60;
double alfa_max = 0.8;
double alfa_min = 0.5;
double beta=0.8;
int solsize1 = -1;
int muxes1 = -1;
int total_units1=-1;
int generations = 5;
double cost1=0;
Allocation_Ant1 global1=new Allocation_Ant1();
try_schedule();
var = new variables(Schedule,steps);

pm1 =new reg_pheromone_matrix1(var.get_variables().size(),0.3);
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int lbag=0;
for(int i=0;i<rbag.length;i++){
lbag=lbag+((Resource)rbag[i]).getNumberOfResour();
}
fpm1=new funct_pheromone_matrix1(Schedule.size(),lbag,0.3);
Allocation_Ant1 a1;
double[]ph= new double [pm1.siz()];
double[]phf=new double [fpm1.siz()];
int[]ph1= new int [pm1.siz()];
int[]phf1=new int [fpm1.siz()];

double[]cost=new double[1];
for (int j=0;j<iterations;j++){
a1=new
Allocation_Ant1(var.get_variables(),rbag,Schedule,steps,fpm1,pm1,alfa_min,beta);

if(MPI.COMM_WORLD.Rank()==0){
ph=pm1.linearize();
phf=fpm1.linearize();
double[]c=new double[MPI.COMM_WORLD.Size()];
for(int i=0;i<ph.length;i++){
ph[i]=ph[i]*1000000;
ph1[i]=(int)ph[i];
}
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for(int i=0;i<phf.length;i++){
phf[i]=phf[i]*1000000;
phf1[i]=(int)phf[i];
}

for(int i=1;i<MPI.COMM_WORLD.Size();i++){
MPI.COMM_WORLD.Send(ph1, 0, ph1.length, MPI.INT, i, 0);
MPI.COMM_WORLD.Send(phf1, 0, phf1.length, MPI.INT, i, 1);
}
a1.Perform_Allocation(0.4,0.1,0.5);
a1.f_update_pher();
a1.reg_update_pher();
for(int i=1;i<MPI.COMM_WORLD.Size();i++){
MPI.COMM_WORLD.Recv(cost, 0, 1, MPI.DOUBLE, i, 2);
c[i]=cost[0];
if(cost1==0||c[i]<cost1){
cost1=c[i];
}
}
for(int i=1;i<MPI.COMM_WORLD.Size();i++){
MPI.COMM_WORLD.Recv(ph, 0, ph.length, MPI.DOUBLE, i, 3);
MPI.COMM_WORLD.Recv(phf, 0, phf.length, MPI.DOUBLE, i, 4);
pm1.upgrade(ph, c[i]);
fpm1.upgrade(phf, c[i]);
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}
for(int i=1;i<MPI.COMM_WORLD.Size();i++){
MPI.COMM_WORLD.Recv(cost, 0, 1, MPI.DOUBLE, i, 5);
c[i]=cost[0];
if(cost1==0||c[i]<cost1){
cost1=c[i];
}
}
a1.mutate_reg();
while(cost1>a1.get_cost()){
cost1=a1.get_cost();
a1.mutate_reg();
}
pm1.evaporate();
fpm1.evaporate();
}
else{
MPI.COMM_WORLD.Recv(ph1, 0, ph1.length, MPI.INT, 0, 0);
MPI.COMM_WORLD.Recv(phf1, 0, phf1.length, MPI.INT, 0, 1);

for(int i=0;i<ph1.length;i++){
ph[i]=ph1[i];
ph[i]=1+ph[i]/1000000.0;
}
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for(int i=0;i<phf1.length;i++){
phf[i]=phf1[i];
phf[i] = 1+phf[i]/1000000.0;
}
pm1.delinearize(ph);
fpm1.delinearize(phf);
a1.Perform_Allocation(0.4,0.1,0.5);
pm1.reset();
fpm1.reset();
a1.f_update_pher();
a1.reg_update_pher();
cost[0]=a1.get_cost();
MPI.COMM_WORLD.Send(cost, 0, 1, MPI.DOUBLE, 0, 2);
ph=pm1.get_li();
phf=fpm1.get_li();
MPI.COMM_WORLD.Send(ph, 0, ph.length, MPI.DOUBLE, 0,
3);
MPI.COMM_WORLD.Send(phf, 0, phf.length, MPI.DOUBLE, 0, 4);
a1.mutate_reg();
while(cost[0]>a1.get_cost()){
cost[0]=a1.get_cost();
a1.mutate_reg();
}
MPI.COMM_WORLD.Send(cost, 0, 1, MPI.DOUBLE, 0, 5);
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}
}
}
if(MPI.COMM_WORLD.Rank()==0){
wr.append("Area "+"\t"+cost1+"\n");
}
}
}
br1.close();
}
catch(IOException e1) //in case there is input file found, code will not crush
{
System.out.println("File does not exist.");
} //end of catch
wr.close();
}
catch(IOException e1) //in case there is input file found, code will not crush
{
System.out.println("File does not exist.");
} //end of catch
}
MPI.Finalize();
}
}
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